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Abstract

Scheme

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) trust management systems usually

aims to provide a security guarantee for the interaction between

vehicles, which has attracted many researchers’ attention. However,

most studies rarely consider data security and identity privacy protection

issues brought about by trust management systems. Due to the untrusted

environment, data dissemination among vehicles is easy to falsify.

Meanwhile, the true identity information of vehicles may be exposed to

message transmission and evaluation. To address these issues, this

paper applies consortium blockchain to build a two-layer vehicular

network architecture, and based on it, homomorphic encryption and

pseudonym technology are introduced to protect data security while

simultaneously preserving identity privacy of vehicles. For performance

analysis, a novel compositional approach, named Performance

Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA), is applied to model the scheme.
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2. Implementation

The vehicular layer is composed of a large number of vehicles that need

to submit identity information to LEA for registration authentication

before entering the system. Moreover, the vehicles can behave as

message senders, trust evaluators, or validators depending on their

participant activities in the system. The vehicular layer is the bottom

layer of such a two-layer structure, and all vehicles here need to be

under the administration of the consortium layer.

Conclusions

Fig 1: Two-layer consortium blockchain-based vehicular network 

architecture

三等奖

The consortium layer includes a set of road-side units (RSUs), which

serve as consortium members to maintain the consortium blockchain.

The RSU consists of two parts: Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)

and Non-TEE. The Non-TEE part collects and preprocesses messages

from vehicles, while the TEE part performs the final trust calculation

and pseudonym update verification. Additionally, the consortium layer

is responsible for managing related operations regarding homomorphic

computation, pseudonym updates, and consensus processes.

For further information 

Figure 2 (left) shows that response time of our scheme in consortium

blockchain is much lower than in public blockchain. Therefore, the

vehicle network architecture based on consortium blockchain can

reduce the overhead of trust computing.

Figure 3 (right) shows that with an increment in the number of Senders,

the probability of the system is lower. It means that Senders should

spend more time receiving a response from the system.

Fig 2: CDF of response time vs 

different blockchain 

Fig 3: CDF of response time vs 

number of Senders

This paper mainly considers the data security and identity privacy

preservation of vehicles in vehicular trust management systems. Firstly,

we designed a two-layer vehicular network architecture based on a

consortium blockchain. Secondly, according to the architecture,

homomorphic encryption and pseudonym technology are introduced to

protect data security and identity privacy, respectively. Finally, a novel

compositional approach——PEPA, is employed to model our scheme

and implement performance analysis. In the future, we will focus on the

protection of data and identity information when RSU is threatened.

Furthermore, reducing overhead as much as possible while protecting

security is also a problem we should consider.
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1) A vehicle 𝑉𝑖 first establishes a secure channel from it to

LEA. Then it will send a registration request containing its

true identity information to LEA through this channel.

2) When LEA receives the request from 𝑉𝑖, LEA invokes

function to verify the true identity of 𝑉𝑖.
3) If identity is valid, LEA will initialize the pseudonym

and trust degree of 𝑉𝑖 and generate a public-private key

pair for TEE.

Initialization Phase

1) Upon reception of the message from 𝑉𝑖 , evaluator

invokes function to evaluate message and get the rating

value.

2) Then rating value is encrypted with TEE’s public key

as part of the evaluation result.

3) The evaluation result is sent to the RSU, completing the

trust evaluation.

4) The non-TEE part of RSU sorts evaluation results and

complete the addition homomorphism.

5) TEE calculates the final trust degree.

Homomorphic Encryption Phase

1) 𝑉𝑖 submits a pseudonym update request to RSU in the 

form < 𝑃𝑉𝑖 , 𝑃𝑉𝑖
𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝑇𝑉𝑖 >, where 𝑃𝑉𝑖 , 𝑃𝑉𝑖

𝑛𝑒𝑤,𝑇𝑉𝑖 represent 

the current pseudonym, the pseudonym requested to be 

updated, and the trust degree, respectively. 

2) Upon reception, the TEE generates a transaction for the 

request and broadcasts it to all validators. 

3) Then validators invoke function to verify the 

transaction. The transaction is considered valid if and 

only if 𝑃𝑉𝑖 & 𝑃𝑉𝑖
𝑛𝑒𝑤 & 𝑇𝑉𝑖=true. 

4) If valid, TEE will package transaction into a block, and 

write it to the blockchain. 

Pseudonym Update Phase


